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Abstract: Worldwide, buildings are one of the main energy consumers and the improvement of their
energy performance has attracted great interest and has been typically related to the optimisation,
both design and operational, of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC), lighting and
DHW systems, to innovation in building materials, as well as to the integration of renewable
technology in buildings. More recently, occupant behaviour has received increasing attention.
Occupants’ interactions with the building systems influence their energy consumption in diverse
ways. Their behaviour may affect energy use just as the systems and materials may do. Researchers
identified and highlighted various aspects of this occupant behaviour and were gradually led to the
conclusion that its effect might be worth investigating. This study has a twofold aim. First, to present a
general conceptual framework to define, monitor and eventually change user behaviour in buildings.
This framework is called “event-driven”; events are distinct moments in time associated with a
potentially problematic behaviour, and the framework aims at tracking, acting upon and reporting on
these events. Second, we aim to demonstrate and discuss the application and the savings achieved
by means of our proposed approach and in the case of such behavioural events, in the Challenger
building of Bouygues, in France.
Keywords: user behaviour; energy efficiency; event modelling

1. Introduction
In recent decades, especially after the end of WWII, we have entered a period of unprecedented
urbanisation and increase in building stock [1] partly as a result of the population growth.
As environmental concerns rose, the thermal performance of the existing and designed buildings has
been intensely investigated in depth [2,3]. In both existing and new buildings, subsequent to the
Energy Performance Buildings Directive (2010/31/EU) [4], an increased focus on energy efficiency has
appeared. Their high energy consumption [5–8] has resulted in multifold research in various aspects
of their energy characteristics [9–11] and in how these may affect energy demand and energy efficiency.
Energy technology, material science and control technology have all provided for major enhancements
in the energy performance of buildings. However, as these interventions matured and came into the
mainstream their marginal impact started to decrease. At that moment, researchers started shifting
their interest towards the impact of consumer behaviour [6,12,13] and the occupants’ interaction with
the building and its control systems [7,14]. It was more and more realised that these aspects presented
major bottlenecks as well as untapped opportunities towards a more energy-efficient performance of
buildings [1,15].
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Occupants’ behaviour is considered a significant influential factor among the predicted and the
actual building performance [16,17], which assists in the creation of the performance gap within the
design and operation of buildings [18]. Research has provided evidence of its’ role in the variation in
energy consumption in different households [12] and different types of buildings [4], but the extent
of this influence is still under research [12,13,19]. The existence of different types of buildings based
on their use, such as, for example, commercial, residential or non-domestic buildings, public or
private or based on the year of their construction, creates a matrix of factors that influence not only
their energy demand [20] but also their actual energy consumption. Such variations, as shown in
Table 1, are evident between the different types of buildings. Based on data derived from the Energy
Information Administration (EIA) 2019 report, the following table presents the distribution of the
consumed energy between commercial and residential buildings.
Table 1. Energy use (source [21]).
Energy Use

Commercial Buildings

Residential Buildings

Space heating and cooling
Hot water
Lighting
Cooking and Refrigeration
Other electric amenities

32%
6%
25%
6%
25%

41%
13%
7%
9%
21%

According to the literature, these variations are interconnected with the occupants’ energy
behaviour [12,13,19,22–24]. Therefore, the existence of reliable data on buildings’ energy consumption
could specify their actual energy performance [13] and thus to identify the impact of occupants’
behaviour and attitude to energy savings. According to Zhun Yu et al. [19], Yan D. et al. [6] and
other researchers, there are specific categories that influence the total building energy consumption:
climate, building characteristics, user-related characteristics, building service systems and operation,
indoor quality requirements, socio-economic factors and occupants’ behaviour. Behaviour is explicitly
mentioned among these six categories, while the indoor environment can also be regarded as being
implicitly dependent on occupants’ decisions [19]. While there has been significant progress in the
first four areas, there is still a lack of scientific and efficient methods for determining and modelling
energy-related aspects of occupant behaviour in buildings [6].
In addition, it is currently common to treat occupant behaviour as static, ignoring its complex
nature in time and diversity across people [18], as there seems to be a difficulty in predicting the exact
modus and time of the onset of behavioural manifestations which is a consequence of the complexity of
the occupants’ cognitive state matrix and the causal field potential. Poortinga et al. [13] and Santin O.G.
et al. [17] found that the preferred types of energy-saving measures alter between individuals with
different environmental concerns. The average willingness to pay for improving energy performance
varied among people according to their age, family status and economic welfare. [13]. In addition,
occupants’ attitudes towards different levels of automation in domestic control systems were found, in
another study, to differ, as full automation is not always suitable for systems that considerably affect
indoor environmental comfort [14]; research reveals diverging approaches as regards the frequency
or probability of user control actions [6,25]. Thus, it comes as no surprise that indoor temperature
setpoints may largely differ due to occupant preferences and related behaviour.
Haas et al. [15] suggested that energy savings due to conservation measures will be lower in practice
than those calculated, due to the neglect of the impact of consumer behaviour. Additionally, researches
have shown that occupant behaviour is associated with certain types of building characteristics [17]
and heating and ventilation systems, identifying at the same time an important rebound effect in
energy consumption, i.e., a tendency to use more of an optimised resource [13,17,26,27]. In recent years,
several models have been established to integrate the influence of buildings’ occupant behaviour into
building simulation programs [6,19]. However, deviations between predicted and actual performance
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remained significant [16]. Some researchers [28] have considered occupants’ behaviour as binary:
heating on or off. A study by Hyunju J. et al. [1] tried to identify the possibility of energy consumption
in apartment buildings, regarding the fluctuation of real energy consumption [1]. These variations
revealed that deterministic values of typical building conditions could provide an interpretation of
energy consumption in these buildings [1]. To get the full effect of user behaviour, one possible
approach would be to extract corresponding useful information from actual measured data, since
these data already contain all the effects [19] and could prompt lower operation related to energy
behaviour [7].
Behaviour and behavioural patterns impacting building energy performance pertain to the
building operation phase; they typically relate to adjusting thermostat settings, opening or closing
windows, dimming or switching lights, pulling blinds up or down, turning heating on or off, Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems, movement between spaces [6,27], etc. Adequate
promotion of an energy-conscious behaviour could minimise electricity consumption by more than
10% [19]. In addition, in some cases, with the incorporation of new technologies occupants are faced
with complex systems that are difficult to operate, something which can lead to a further increase in
energy use [26]. Additionally, even though the use of low carbon technologies promises a good indoor
environment and low energy consumption for the building occupants, there are still uncertainties
related to their payback periods [29]. Occupant behaviour patterns are usually divided into occupant
movement and presence models, and action models. Action models encompasses various types of
(adaptive) behaviour, such as adjusting blinds and windows, switching lights on/off, using appliances,
setting the thermostat, etc. A comprehensive occupant behaviour model thus includes a series of
sub-models which can be classified according to their complexity. As current practice in modelling
occupant behaviour is varied, a great number of increasingly complex models are being developed for
many activities. However, the actual use of these models by practitioners is very limited as there is
a lack of guidelines that will provide the required steps to the final user regarding the appropriate
occupant behaviour modelling technique [16]. In addition, as occupants’ interaction with building
systems significantly influences the total energy use of buildings [27], this has attracted the interest
of social scientists to research the area of user behaviour, attitudes, consumption patterns, etc. [6,30].
Conversely, the engagement of social scientists into energy research has resulted in more awareness of
the role of occupants in buildings [27].
Taking the above under consideration, this paper is in agreement with the suggestion of Gaetani
I. et al. [16] that there are two possible solutions to confront occupants’ behaviour interaction on a
building’s energy performance: improving performance predictions and changing the way occupants
behave. It should also be mentioned here that this study takes the latter path; our intention is not to
simulate human behaviour but, instead, to attempt to track and communicate and create awareness of
the occupants’ behaviour at the moment of its occurrence. Our key premise here is that awareness is
the first step towards behavioural change.
Hence, this paper presents a methodology, relatively easily applicable, that will track, in real-time,
and identify instances—events as we call them—of problematic occupant behaviour, assess their
energy impact and communicate them both, event and impact, to building users. These users may be
either facility managers having an overview of how the building performs or even simple building
users, provided they are somehow associated with the poor behaviour tracked and may, therefore, be
meaningful recipients of the event/impact information.
2. Concept and Benefits
The work and results reported in this paper were part of the work-plan of the HORIZON 2020
HIT2GAP project [31]. Within this project, a specific module (Behaviour Module; Events BMEs)
was developed and tested in the Challenger office building, owned by Bouygues and located in
Versailles, France.
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The aim of the BME is to track, assess and report upon behavioural events to specific, registered
building users. Behaviour, in the BME context, is considered in terms of events, i.e., specific instances
and situations that manifest some problematic user behaviour, mainly in terms of energy efficiency.
This said, in some cases, the event may, conversely, be corresponding to an energy-saving practice.
This is again recorded, assessed and reported upon.
Notifications can be set for various users, typically building users and facility managers
although other parties (e.g., external maintenance service providers) can also be set up as event
information recipients.
At the moment, the following events have been considered and their calculation methods have
been defined, although not all of them have been practically tested.
•

•

•
•
•
•

Off-hours events, whereby the HVAC, lighting or plug consumption is monitored during off-hours
when they normally should be zero or close to zero. The event is triggered when these consumptions
are traced to be higher than some threshold values, i.e., consumption that is considered normal
for off-hours.
Setpoint deviation events, whereby the actual space temperature is tracked and its deviation
from the setpoint is recorded. A slack, corresponding to an acceptable deviation, is allowed by
design and the event is triggered whenever the temperature exceeds the setpoint plus the slack
setting. Obviously, the space temperature must be so metered that it is not influenced by solar
gain or human occupancy and is therefore representative and typical of the space temperature.
Having access to more than one temperature metering may increase the validity of the approach,
especially in large spaces that may be difficult to approximate via just one temperature.
Daylight events, whereby the event is triggered whenever artificial lighting exceeds a certain
threshold, under conditions of adequate daylight.
Open window events, whereby the event is triggered whenever windows are sensed to be open,
resulting in heating/cooling energy loss.
Solar gain events, whereby the event is triggered when there is a cooling energy loss during
summer (e.g., blinds left open) or as a heating energy loss during winter (e.g., blinds left closed).
Solar-powered DHW events, whereby the event is triggered when hot water is used at a moment
when solar heat supply cannot be guaranteed. This may happen because of a number of reasons,
such as a low boiler temperature, a user requiring amounts of DHW that cannot be at that moment
provided by the solar energy store etc.

These events have their real-time sensing requirements as well as their calculation details. In
addition, they typically will require some calibration, i.e., some process to draw the line between
situations that are considered normal and those that are not and deserve attention and user notification.
Additionally, it must be stressed that the above events may in some cases be interdependent. Such is,
for example, the case of the solar gain and daylight events. However, treating such interdependencies
has not been part of the current investigation.
In this paper, we will restrict the discussion to the first two types of events: off-hours and setpoint
deviation, for which field data have been collected and will be reported below.
2.1. The Off-Hours Events
Off-hours events’ calculations typically require respective energy metering in all spaces where
the related investigation is carried out. If a special type of off-hours event is to be monitored then
data from the respective energy meter (e.g., plug, light or HVAC) will be required. The event waste is
obviously calculated in kWh.
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Threshold levels will also be necessary, to avoid the generation of events that are of no true
significance. For example, there might be an off-hour residual lighting that is normal and not associated
with devices left unintentionally on. The time required to figure out such information is very much
case dependent; collecting and analysing data over a few weeks has been found to be a good rule of
thumb to provide for such thresholds of meaningful notifications.
2.2. The Setpoint Deviation Events
The event essentially tracks space overheating or overcooling. It is triggered as soon as the space
temperature is higher in wintertime or lower in the summertime of the specified setpoint (SP) plus
the programmed slack value (e.g., 2 ◦ C). In its simplest form, the event power will depend on the
deviation between the space temperature and the setpoint (Tactual − Tsetpoint ); the waste energy can
then be expressed as “degrees × time”. Alternatively, if the HVAC energy power of the space can be
metered, the energy power/waste can also be directly expressed in terms of kW/kWh. In principle, the
availability of such space energy meters may be rather unlikely. Thus, for reasons of practicality, in the
following analysis we preferred to use a simplified indicator of power of this event in terms of the
above noted temperature difference and of the waste of it in terms of the same temperature difference
integrated over time.
A more accurate form of the event takes account also of the outdoor temperature. Especially in
spring and autumn one cannot be certain about the actual situation unless an outdoor temperature
metering is taken into consideration. For example, in June (when a setpoint of 24 ◦ C and a slack of
2 ◦ C may apply) an indoor temperature of 20 ◦ C might erroneously be considered as an over-cooling
incident although the outdoor temperature may be only 20 ◦ C.
The following Table 2 shows exactly how the event power (temperature deviation) is modelled,
taking into account also the outdoor conditions.
Table 2. Deviation Calculation *.
Winter
T(out) * < T(SPw) * : DT = T(in) * − T(SPw) *
T(SPw) * < T(out) * < T(SPs) * : DT = T(in) * − T(out) *
T(out) * > T(SPs) * : DT = 0

Summer
T(out) * > T(SPs) * : DT = T(SPs) * − T(in) *
T(SPw) * < T(out) * < T(SPs) * : DT = T(out) − T(in)*
T(in) * < T(SPw) * : DT = 0

* SPw = winter setpoint, SPs = summer setpoints, Tin = indoor temperature, Tout = outdoor temperature.

This event can be extended to also include presence considerations. It will again be triggered as
soon as the space temperature is higher in the wintertime or lower in the summertime of the specified
setpoint (SP) plus slack. The main difference now is that the event takes account of the presence and
adjusts dynamically this SP. Multiple SP thermostats are more and more used; should they sense no
presence in a space for a given time (short absence) they reduce the SP (winter case). If the no presence
situation carries on for a given period they may be further reduced to an even lower value (long
absence). As soon as presence is identified, the SP is restored to the higher value and if it persists for a
given time it assumes its initial value.
This event, in fact, simulates the impact of a 3-level thermostat and predicts the economies the
installation of such a device would potentially result in. In this case, we would also need real-time
presence sensing. In addition, besides the normal SP, one also needs to set the short/long absence SPs.
Besides the core functionality, there can also be several more benefits resulting from the use of
BME. These are all highlighted in Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Benefits from BME’s functionalities.
Functionality

Purpose

Core functionality

To track and assess behavioural events and issue
respective notifications to various related building
users, as well as, possibly, to collect the user response
on these event notifications.

To connect with and provide data to other
applications. For example, an Application
Programmable Interface (API) can be developed with
energy management as ISO 50001 implementation.
BuildingsInteroperability
2020, 10, x
with other applications
Via this connectivity, the energy management 6 of 14
software registers and is accordingly notified upon
actual behavioural
events
andinternal
may thenrules
establish
specific actions,
according to
its own
specific actions, according to its own internal rules
and logic.
and logic.

Community
gaming
Community
gaming

Control
Control

To allow community gaming between BME instances.
To allow community gaming between BME instances.
Such communities
are considered as a pivotal
Such communities are considered as a pivotal
paradigm paradigm
of mutualoflearning
and may,
also also
mutual learning
andtherefore,
may, therefore,
in behavioural
change.
result in result
behavioural
change.
To supportTobehaviour
event-driven,
controlcontrol
decisions
support behaviour
event-driven,
decisions
and actions.
and actions.

3. Experimental Approach

We will
will now
now discuss
discuss the
the approach
approach taken
taken and the results achieved, in a particular implementation
We
ofof
thethe
Challenger
building,
owned
by
of the above-discussed
above-discussed BMEs
BMEsin
inthe
theso-called
so-calledsouthern
southerntriangle
triangle
Challenger
building,
owned
Bouygues
and
located
in
Versailles,
France
(Figure
1).
We
will
elaborate
below
on
the
field
data
by Bouygues and located in Versailles, France (Figure 1). We will elaborate below on the
data
collection and the instrumentation used to calculate the waste associated with these events on all
spaces where
where they
they were
were monitored,
monitored, as
as well
well as
as their
their communication
communication to
to two
two types
types of
of users:
users: office users
spaces
managers.
and facility managers.
This building,
building, located
located in a park of 30 hectares in Guyancourt (Yvelines),
is composed
composed of
of a surface
This
(Yvelines), is
of 68,000 m
m22. Built
in
1988,
the
site
hosts
3400
employees
and
aims
to
be
a
“technological
showcase
of
Built in 1988, the site hosts
various spaces
spaces
the twentieth century”. A number of BME related investigations were carried out in various
the southern
southern triangle
triangle of
of the
the Challenger
Challenger building
building between
between 2017
2017 and
and 2019.
2019. The
The southern
southern triangle
triangle
of the
comprised eight
eight spaces;
spaces; two
two zones
zones in
in all
all its
its four
four floors.
floors.

Figure
Figure 1.
1. The
The Challenger
Challenger building
building of
of Bouygues.
Bouygues.

3.1. Monitoring the Off-Hours Events
3.1. Monitoring the Off-Hours Events
Data used for the off-hours events were the plug/light and HVAC energy meters in all eight spaces
Data used for the off-hours events were the plug/light and HVAC energy meters in all eight
of the southern triangle where the investigation was carried out. The energy meters were from Analog
spaces of the southern triangle where the investigation was carried out. The energy meters were from
Devices, based on the ADE9078 IC (accuracy ±0.5%), and they reported their aggregate values every
Analog Devices, based on the ADE9078 IC (accuracy ±0.5%), and they reported their aggregate values
every 15 min. Thus, we were also able to calculate power values by dividing two consecutive meter
values by 15 min. Some data treatment was necessary, such as obviously faulty values due to meter
malfunction, which were treated by the standard processing tools available on the technology
environment hosting the BME [32] and presented no true issue.
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15 min. Thus, we were also able to calculate power values by dividing two consecutive meter values by
15 min. Some data treatment was necessary, such as obviously faulty values due to meter malfunction,
which were treated by the standard processing tools available on the technology environment hosting
the BME [32] and presented no true issue.
Besides the real-time values, a number of settings had to be entered in the module, such as the
definition of “off-hours”; this was considered to be between 23.00 and 07.00 for the plug consumption
and 24.00 and 05.00 for the case of lighting. This period was shorter because of the cleaners’ teams
who worked between 05.00 and 07.00 affecting lighting (but without affecting the plug consumption in
the studied spaces).
3.2. Monitoring the Setpoint Events
For the setpoint deviation events, it was necessary to use the indoor temperatures in the eight
spaces as well as the outdoor temperature. In each space there were a number of points where
the indoor temperature was monitored, via the 065 Air Temperature Sensors provided by Met One
Instruments (accuracy ±0.4 ◦ C). In each space we averaged two such values, after making sure that
their measurements were immune to solar gains and human occupancy. As explained in the Concept
section, in the case of setpoint deviation events, we did not rely on energy meters, although they were
available; instead, we used the calculation technique based on the actual temperature deviation from
the applicable SP, while due account of the outdoor temperature was taken, according to Table 3.
Temperature data were again conditioned to remove apparently faulty values. The resolution of
the data was again that of 15 min. Outdoor temperature was read from a close-by weather station
(Versailles) as well as from the building BMS. No significant difference was found between these two
time series. In the end, the weather station data were used as these appeared to be slightly better in
terms of data loss and service interruption.
Besides these real-time values, a number of settings had to be entered in the module, such as the
setpoint values used by facility management. These were 21 ◦ C for the winter period (October to April)
and 24 ◦ C for the summer period (May to September). A slack of 2 ◦ C was also introduced. This means
that a deviation of 2 ◦ C for these setpoints will be considered as normal and will not accumulate waste
in the calculation.
Multi-setpoint events could not be set because all spaces were practically never unoccupied; thus,
no benefit could possibly result by lowering the applicable setpoints.
3.3. Procedure Overview
The WirelessThings suite [32] was used as the technical environment assigned to manage the
above behavioural events; it was where the BME was implemented and hosted. WT is a zigbee-based
(802.15.4 communication protocol), real-time platform incorporating a sensor network routing
protocol, allowing it to be flexibly deployed in building environments. However, in this particular
implementation, the real-time data, energy and temperature meterings were not sourced directly
via sensors but indirectly from the BMS of the Challenger building via Application Programmable
Interface (API) connections. The only exception was the weather data that were sourced in real-time
from the nearby Versailles weather station.
Events in all spaces were evaluated and due notifications were sent out via CRON jobs (time
scheduled tasks). Although events/notifications can in principle be managed at any required time
resolution, the slow nature of the events investigated herein suggested that the “day” would be an
adequate timeframe. Users were also able to register to/deregister from an event, according to their
preference; a space user would be interested in the events set up in his working space, while a facility
manager would require more compact and aggregated information over typically longer timeframes.
Clearly, one needs to avoid very frequent notifications, as these would add little value and could easily
become annoying. Technically, notifications were sent out over email as well as web notifications.
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As to the thresholds, these were set by looking into data for a period of a couple of weeks and
figuring out how the line between “trivial” and “important” should be set.
3.4. Data Collection
Below, a selection of behavioural event data collected from the eight spaces sampled will be shown
to illustrate the concept in practice.
3.4.1. Off-Hours Events; Plug Loads
Data for the off-hours plug event were collected and analysed in the second semester of 2018 in all
eight zones of the southern triangle. The events were calibrated with regard to what was considered as
a natural
Buildingsbaseline
2020, 10, x off-hour consumption in the same period. Whether this baseline relates to8 a
oftrue
14
plug load need or to some equipment systematically left ON during the off hours is for the facility
relates to ato
true
plug load
need
or to
some
systematically
leftthat
ON was
during
the off
management
evaluate.
Our
event
was
set equipment
to capture only
the wastage
tracked
inhours
excessisof
for
the
facility
management
to
evaluate.
Our
event
was
set
to
capture
only
the
wastage
that
was
this baseline, which was considered as normal.
tracked
in
excess
of
this
baseline,
which
was
considered
as
normal.
The figure below illustrates the findings from the second zone of the ground floor of the South
The figure below illustrates the findings from the second zone of the ground floor of the South
Triangle. The study period was 180 days; from 1.7.2018–31.12.2018. As shown on the graph, there
Triangle. The study period was 180 days; from 1.7.2018–31.12.2018. As shown on the graph, there
were some periods (e.g., 01–16.10.2018) where energy metering was interrupted. Especially in the
were some periods (e.g., 01–16.10.2018) where energy metering was interrupted. Especially in the
case of energy metering, such interruptions occur quite often in the study building and did not have
case of energy metering, such interruptions occur quite often in the study building and did not have
any impact on the validity of the data analysis, as they were fully accounted for in the calculations.
any impact on the validity of the data analysis, as they were fully accounted for in the calculations.
Whenever an energy meter fails to report its value, a NULL value is registered in the database. Such
Whenever an energy meter fails to report its value, a NULL value is registered in the database. Such
values
areare
then
used
to to
restrict
the
values
then
used
restrict
thetime
timedomain
domainofofvalid
validmeasurements.
measurements.
TheThe
baseline
off-hour
consumption
threshold
was
found
be around
W as in
shown
baseline off-hour consumption threshold was
found
to betoaround
700 W700
as shown
Figurein
Figure
2.
Therefore,
consumption
up
to
that
level
was
considered
intentional.
The
event
triggered
2. Therefore, consumption up to that level was considered intentional. The event triggered onon
approximately
40 instances.
TheThe
event
represented
an excess
of around
12% with
to the baseline
approximately
40 instances.
event
represented
an excess
of around
12% regard
with regard
to the
figure.
Appropriate
user notifications
were sent outwere
to the
zone
registered
to the
particular
baseline
figure. Appropriate
user notifications
sent
outusers,
to the
zone users,
registered
to event,
the
every
time
the
event
triggered
(a
daily
resolution
was
set).
particular event, every time the event triggered (a daily resolution was set).

Figure
2. Power
of the
off-hours
event
(average
173173
WW
&&
maximum
2540
W)W)
forfor
thethe
second
zone
ofof
the
Figure
2. Power
of the
off-hours
event
(average
maximum
2540
second
zone
ground
floor
as
registered
in
the
second
semester
of
2018
[33].
the ground floor as registered in the second semester of 2018 [33].

A similar
off-hours
analysis
of the
the South
SouthTriangle,
Triangle,revealing
revealing
A similar
off-hours
analysiswas
wasmade
madein
inseveral
several more
more zones
zones of
similar
patterns
for
the
particular
event.
similar patterns for the particular event.
3.4.2.
Off-Hours
Events;
Light
3.4.2.
Off-Hours
Events;
LightLoads
Loads
Data
collection
forfor
lighting
periodand
andspaces
spacesasasthe
theprevious
previous
Data
collection
lightingloads
loadswas
wascarried
carriedout
out in
in the
the same
same period
casecase
of plug
loads.
In
the
case
of
lighting,
off-hours
were
limited
to
23:00–05:00,
as
the
cleaner
teams
of plug loads. In the case of lighting, off-hours were limited to 23:00–05:00, as the cleaner teams
start
their
work
at at
05:00.
The
from the
thesecond
secondzone
zoneofofthe
theground
ground
start
their
work
05:00.
Thefigure
figurebelow
belowillustrates
illustrates the
the findings from
floor of the South Triangle. The study period was 180 days; from 1.7.2018–31.12.2018. As shown on
the graph, there were again some periods where the respective energy metering was not functional.
The baseline threshold was set at 600 W as shown in Figure 3. In this case, the waste appeared
rather more pronounced; integrating the power of the event and taking account of the baseline set
indicated a wastage of 750 kWh over the whole period in the particular zone. Similar measures
applied to all other zones of the South Triangle.
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3.4.3. Setpoint Deviation Events
3.4.3. Setpoint Deviation Events
3.4.3. Setpoint Deviation Events
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4. Results and Discussion
Energy efficiency is becoming increasingly important in home and corporate environments,
especially as we realise the considerable energy- and cost-saving potential that comes with it [34].
Reducing energy waste is, therefore, more and more important. However, the smart home industry
is not only driven by energy efficiency and indoor quality issues. It also offers the opportunity for a
high-tech experience, for a different type of interaction with our living and working spaces, whereby
an individual may have access to a lot of information related to his home/building performance as
well as remotely controlling its devices. Hence occupant behaviour in buildings is a multidisciplinary
research topic crossing social and behaviour science, building science, sensing and control technologies,
computing science and data science [27]. Despite the many challenges, real opportunities exist where
real-time data from sensors and ICT (Information and Communication Technology), data analytics
and modelling provide valuable actionable information to guide occupants, building designers and
operators in reducing energy consumption in buildings [17,27,35].
The BME’s advantage lies in the unified view of devices and behaviour. By modelling the so-called
behavioural real-time events and respective alerts, the technology reaches well beyond the device
realm and allows insight also on behavioural patterns. Just as in the case of devices where device
parameters are monitored (ambient conditions, energy consumption, etc.), similarly behavioural events
(e.g., having high setpoints, leaving windows open, etc.) can also be monitored. Therefore, one
of the fundamental aspects of the BME is its ability to provide real-time and space-specific alerts
for a multitude of waste events. The BME can easily locate the origin of the waste to a specific
space/device/user behaviour and generate user alerts. This functionality is essential to eliminate
energy waste events in the daily routine of the users. In addition, as a typical smart home/building
technology, it allows running control actions based both on device as well as behaviour information.
Again, behaviour and devices are interchangeable in the BME so any control that can be based on
device parameters can also be based on behavioural events. For example, a user could require that if a
setpoint deviation event reaches a specific value then the setpoint should be automatically reduced.
Though the issue has not entered implementation, its implications are of significant interest and will be
further investigated.
The deployment of the BME in Challenger revealed several energy waste streams created by
behavioural practices. A first evaluation of the savings possible by means of the off-hours and set-point
events in the various study spaces, was estimated to be between 2% in the former and 4–7% in the
latter’s case. However, it has to be remembered that behavioural change is not a fast process; the
time between communicating and alerting the waste occurring, which is our aim here, and the users
responding and adapting their everyday practices may be significant. It is only in such a perspective
that one should consider the deployment of the technology and its expected benefits.
5. Conclusions
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a real-time approach towards modelling aspects of
human behaviour as related to building energy efficiency. The methodology is based on defining events,
i.e., instances of “bad behaviour”. These events are then tracked in their evolution and their impact is
calculated. The whole exercise results in user and building manager alert notifications, as awareness is
the first step towards behavioural change. Nonetheless, going beyond the alerting functionality and
scaling up to device control may potentially be one more important direction of endeavour.
The monitoring of a subset of the events, namely those related to setpoint deviation and off-hours
operation has then been presented for the case of an office building (Bouygues, Challenger building).
The methodology is especially pertinent to building cases where behavioural patterns truly exist; such
are office or residential buildings. Another potential application area that has been identified is that of
schools. However, special interfaces would be required for these ages, which are not available at this
time. Currently, the use of the methodology in the case of buildings of non-permanent users such as
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hotels or hospitals is also being investigated. It is believed even in such contexts it could be meaningful
and possible to track the behavioural patterns of the permanent staff, at least under certain conditions.
Additionally, exporting such real-time event information could be beneficial for other
energy-management-related systems, such as energy management, ISO 50001, compliance systems.
These could now potentially develop and enforce their, so called, actions also based on factual and
real-time information collected via event monitoring, whenever these events exceed some EMSspecified threshold values.
6. Future Work
Gathering data to change building operation and occupant behaviour is the next frontier in
sustainable design [27,35]. Occupant behaviour could also become a key factor in the evaluation of
technologies used in building design and retrofit [6,35]. Elaborating upon and refining the calculation
methods of the behavioural events and developing new events—for example, by expanding into
domestic hot water considerations—present promise. One should always strive for cost-conscious
approaches. It may be unlikely that a building will opt to install position sensors to track “open
windows” events and report on their associated waste. However, the opening of a window may
have a measurable impact on the temperature of the space. It might be that in a given context such
“open windows” events can be accurately tracked from more easily available indoor temperature data,
without a need to install new sensors.
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